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iit TECHNOLOGY AMBIT
IIT Technology Ambit tries to identify emerging technologies, contemporary research, and start-ups born 
out of the IIT ecosystem. The analysis of the impact of these developments is done to assist the Tech 
Sphere of India and beyond to keep pace with the latest. 

We actively look forward to contributions from all stakeholders of all IITs.
By stakeholders, we refer to the trinity of alumni, professors, and students of IITs.

about this edition
The May issue preserves our inclination to cover technology, science, and tech-startups holistically.

We find pleasure in introducing three new talented writers for the publication - Archi, Arya, and Tanishq.

Arya introduces us to a upcoming and slightly less explored field of AI in Architecture. She talks about 
the parameters in architecture that can deploy artificial intelligence to create smarter designs while 
simultaneously decreasing human effort for the same.

Tanishq identifies and covers two startups that tap the potential lying in ambient EM radiations. Quite 
interestingly, Jeeva Wireless looks at harvesting ambient TV/Radio backscatters into power for devices!

Archi describes the world of quantum computing in layman and Feynman terms. The science behind, the 
technology it enables, the places where it is and will find use - find all that discussed in detail.

Zomato or Swiggy? Dilemma of the lustrum for Tier-1 and 2 Indians? Astha digs deeper into the numbers 
and on-ground comparisons of the Food-tech oligopoly behemoths. Read to find out the winner of this 
tough two player game.

Whilst all this, the month of May witnessed a fundamental shaking discovery in physics, that too, intriguingly 
from India. Superconductivity has been claimed to be a physical possibility by Indian scientists at IISc. 
Aritra reports on this fresh discourse and the article might open your mind out to the endless possibilities 
of the Universe.
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From the tech 

GOSPEL 
Aye, I’m the Tech Gospel, a magnanimous preacher of the 
Philosophy of Technology. Magnanimity is personified in me by 
the fact that I will ignore your ineptitude towards ruminating on the 
Philosophy of Technology or rather in the concept of philosophy 
itself.

In the last issue we had looked at how India contributed to global 
science right from introducing ruler measurements to  the inception 
of the convoluted theory of atoms.
In this issue and in the next, I will continue to proselytize you 
towards the rich heritage of Indian contributions to science and 
technology.

India has been famous in metallurgy for developing the most 
sophisticated processes.
A pioneering steel alloy matrix developed in India, Wootz steel is a 
crucible steel characterized by a pattern of bands that was known in 
the ancient world by many different names such as Ukku, Hindwani 
and Seric Iron. This steel was used to make the famed Damascus 
swords of yore that could cleave a free-falling silk scarf or a block 
of wood with the same ease. Produced by the Tamils of the Chera 
Dynasty, the finest steel of the ancient world was made by heating 
black magnetite ore in the presence of carbon in a sealed clay 
crucible kept inside a charcoal furnace.

The distillation technique of zinc production goes back to the 12th 
Century AD. India was the first to smelt zinc by the distillation 
process, an advanced technique derived from a long experience 
of ancient alchemy. The ancient Persians had also attempted to 
reduce zinc oxide in an open furnace but had failed. Zawar in 
the Tiri valley of Rajasthan is the world’s first known ancient zinc 
smelting site. 

That’s all for this issue. Tune in next month to know more about 
ancient India’s contributions to science and technology.
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Architecture and AI
An introduction to the  upcoming and slightly less explored field of AI in Architecture. 
Read about the parameters in architecture that can deploy artificial intelligence to 
create smarter designs while simultaneously decreasing human effort for the same. 
Some use-cases currently using machine learning are also discussed.
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What exactly is Architecture?
Architecture is generally conceived, designed, 
realised and built -in response to a set of existing 
conditions. The conditions may be purely 
functional or may also be to portray and express 
social, political and economic ideas. Buildings are 
made assuming that the set of existing conditions 
is less satisfactory and that a new set of conditions 
is desirable. Hence the act of creating architecture 
is a problem solving or a design process.

Technology in Architecture:
Among the list of factors that affect this discipline, 
technology is one of the major ones. The fact 
that there is technological solution at every step 
of the value chain has significantly transformed 
Architecture. The act of creating architecture 
has started using the benefits of technology in its 
various processes by utilising new construction 
techniques and by developing new adequate 
software and eventually today, by introducing 
statistical computing capabilities including Data 
Science & AI(Artificial Intelligence).
 
Dr. Imdat As is an architect with an expertise 
in digital design who is an assistant professor of 
architecture and the co-founder of Arcbazar.com, 
a crowd-sourced design site. 
His research on AI and its impact on architectural 
design and practice is funded by the US Department 

of Defense. His team, in their initial experiments 
trained a DNN(Deep Neural Network) with home 
designs with the aim that it could evaluate homes 
based on particular functions such as performance 
of living spaces or kitchen/dining related activities. 
They manually scored the quality of designs on 
a scale of 1 to 100, and then asked the DNN to 
evaluate new designs on its own. Amazingly, the 
DNN scores were very close to the scores that 
they had originally given. Hence by feeding huge 
amount of data into systems , researchers can train 
computers to recognise, understand and realise 
what design is suitable for the required set of 
conditions. The system follows an algorithm, or a 
set of instructions and learns as it goes. The more 
the data- the better it interprets.
 
As an art, architecture is more than satisfying 
the functional needs of the building. Basically 
the physical manifestation of architecture is to 
provide shelter or to accommodate human activity. 
However the arrangement and the ordering of 
forms and spaces also determines how architecture 
might promote endeavours, ideas and communicate 
meaning. So even though it is the study of utilising 
space and creating order, we should not neglect the 
importance of political, religious, social, economic 
and cultural aspects of architecture. Hence AI 
probably cannot do complete justice in satisfying 
all the emotional aspects and there is definitely a 
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limit to its diversity but it can give an intellectual 
assistance just like the DNN evaluated designs 
according to the previously entered data.

AI in Architecture- how?
Before jumping directly into architectural AI, let 
us look at how architecture has been influenced 
by technology over the years. Started in the early 
30’s, “modular construction” introduced a kind of 
language and grammar to architecture leading to 
simple and rational designs. Early 20’s had Gropius 
introduced the idea of “Baukasten” for the Bauhaus, 
a typical module to be then aggregated through strict 
assembly rules. A year later, Le Corbusier offered 
his theory of the Modular Man. The Modulor 
was meant as a universal system of proportions. 
The ambition was vast: it was devised to reconcile 
maths, the human form, architecture and beauty 
into a single system. Later Buckminster Fuller built 
the Dymaxion house which brought a more evolved 
version of modular housing or mass produced 
house. Winslow Ames House, built by Professor 
Robert W. McLaughlin in 1933 which was the first 
large scale modular project was considered a major 
breakthrough. Even City planning was influenced 
during the 60’s when projects like “Plugin City” 
of Archigram developed the possibility of modular 
cities. As the complexity of modular design 
increased, the need of computational facilities also 

arose. Gehry Technologies, founded by Gehry and 
Jim Glymph in the 80’s typically used early CAD-
CAM software — such as CATIA — from Dassault 
Systems to tackle complex geometric problems. 
The possibility offered by such software, coupled 
with the potential computational power fast-
paced evolution, jumped start a discussion within 
the architectural field. Soon after, Christopher 
Alexander, architect and then professor at U.C. 
Berkeley started the discussion by laying down the 
key principles for Computational Design. In his 
“Notes on the Synthesis of Form” (1964) and later, 
in “a Pattern Language” (1968), Alexander theorized 
why and how computers should be used to address 
the question of shape design. Computational 
design allowed extreme control over geometry 
, increasing the design’s reliability. It also eased 
collaboration among designers and enabled more 
design iterations than hand-drafting could afford. 
But using parameters, problems like repetition 
and also complexity of shapes could be solved 
if a set of systematic rules were made. The rules 
could be encoded in the program, to automate the 
time-consuming process of manually implementing 
them. This parametrization of architecture is best 
exemplified at first by Zaha Hadid Architects’ 
work. Her designs would typically be the result 
of rules, encoded in the program, allowing for 
unprecedented levels of control over the buildings’ 
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geometry. Other than its technical shortcomings, 
parametric design fell short on fulfilling another 
aspect too. Architecture, yes, could be the result 
of a fixed number of parameters that the architect 
could simply encode. But what we forget and tend 
to neglect is that both countless parameters and 
socio-cultural factors only together result to an 
urban equilibrium. This reality, combining adjacent 
disciplines in a systematic way, can today finally be 
addressed, as our profession encounters Artificial 
Intelligence.

AI in Architecture
Few theorists had early on predicted the potential 
role of Artificial Intelligence in architecture. 
When URBAN II was released by Negroponte 
and his group, the whole fascination over a 
“machine assistant” had already started. URBAN 
V, a later version, would assist the designer, by 
adapting rooms layout– defined as blocks — to 
optimize adjacencies and light condition as the 
user draws onto a modular grid. In fact, URBAN 
V distinguished two layers of information: implicit 
and explicit. The implicit dimension is the one 

handled and deduced by the machine, while the 
explicit one is the dimension set by the user. This 
duality of information in URBAN V is the direct 
translation of the machine-human complementarity 
wished by Negroponte. And it is within the set 
of implicit parameters, that the “intelligence” — 
in other words, the AI- built within the machine 
would find its expression. Corrections proposed by 
the computer, by tuning the implicit parameters, 
would be surfaced to the users as suggestions. 
To an ill-placed set of rooms, URBAN V would 
notify the user: “TED, MANY CONFLICTS ARE 
OCCURRING”.
 
The three main interwoven schools , which is our 
first key to understand the cross thinking between 
Artificial Intelligence and architectural design, are 
1.Symbolism, 2.Connectionism and 3.Behaviorism.
Symbolism is brought in by descriptive grammar (set 
of rules about language based on how it is actually 
used )which is divided into 3 types according 
to different users. The grammar which involves 
generating and optimizing conceptual schemes is 
the most widely applied grammar due to its graphic 
generation and algorithm enhancement function. 
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In 2006, Mathieu L. proposed ‘wall grammar’ 
based on graphic grammar. He pre-defined several 
styles of windowing rules and applied a certain 
method (Procedural Modeling ) to automatically 
generate architecture façade, roof and windowing 
layout plans. In 2015, Ligler H. in Georgia 
Institute of Technology set 3D graphic rules for 
architectural master John Portman’s Entelechy I 
and automatically generated a design with similar 
styles based on Shape Grammar.
Further Connectionism is a bottom up process 
including artificial neural networks and machine 
learning and Behaviorism is a bottom-up process 
including evolutionary algorithm, multi-agent, 
cellular automation and so on.

A Crowd sourced design site:
Dr Imdat As co-founded Arcbazar.com , an online 
competition platform , which crowd-sources 
design challenges from all over the world. So far it 
has hosted thousands of design competitions. The 
majority is for residential projects and the rest is 
divided among interior , landscape and commercial 
design projects. In 2017, they (Raytheon and the 
University of Hartford) received a grant from 
DARPA, the Defense Advanced Research Projects 
Agency of the US Department of Defense, through 
its Disruptioneering program, and they used 
Arcbazar’s design data to study the potentials of AI 
in design. As part of their research they developed a 
function-driven “deep-learning” system, a popular 
form of machine learning, to explore the potential 
of generating conceptual designs with AI. 

Final words:
AI sure does show a lot of potential for architecture 
which is promising , but it all depends on the 
designer’s ability to communicate and convey the 
exact motive. It remains true, at the present level 
of its development, that AI cannot exactly capture 
the architect’s intuition and sensibility. It is merely 
a tool and since benefitting from an intelligent 
assistant is within our reach, it should be carefully 
studied, tested and experienced. Moreover, AI is 
simply not the mere result of a sudden disruption. 
It is the culminating point of 70 years of inventions 
& innovations. As AI can balance efficiency and 
organicity while providing tremendous varieties 
of relevant design options, we see in it the 
possibility for rich results, that will complement 
our practice and address some blind spots of our 

discipline. Far from thinking about AI as a new 
dogma in Architecture, we conceive this field as 
a new challenge, full of potential, and promises. 
Artificial Intelligence is an extended area of human 
intelligence and hence seamless integration of AI 
with human creativity shall be a natural possibility.
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Perceiving the invisible: 
Startups tapping EM 

radiations
Today, if a human being is breathing air in any part of the world, that air around 
him will almost definitely be adulterated by electromagnetic (microwave) radiations 
from some cellular network. Such is the ubiquity of mobile phone networks in our 
world. Though mobile networks are reported to have certain harmful effects on 
our health, some people have viewed its potential as a magnificent resource. Here 
are two startup groups, who’s innovation makes this adulteration seem more like an 
enrichment.
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ClimaCell
Category: Big Data, Environmental Consulting
Founding Date: 2015
Founders: Shimon Elkabetz, Rei Goffer, Itai 
Zlotnik
Based: Boston, Massachusetts
Number of Employees: 51-100
IPO Status: Private
Funding Status: $75M in six rounds

Weather forecasts are made by collecting as 
much data as possible about the current state of 
the atmosphere (particularly the temperature, 
humidity, and wind) and using an understanding 
of atmospheric processes (through meteorology) 
to determine how the atmosphere evolves in the 
future.
However, the chaotic nature of the atmosphere and 
incomplete understanding of the processes mean 
that forecasts become less accurate as the range 
of the forecast increases. Traditional observations 
made at the surface of atmospheric pressure, 
temperature, wind speed, wind direction, humidity, 
precipitation are collected routinely from trained 
observers, automatic weather stations or buoys.
You need a lot of data not just to train your 
forecasting models but also to generate more 
precise and granular forecasts. Typically, this has 
been the domain of government agencies, thanks 
to their access to this data and the compute power 
to run the extremely complex models. Anybody 

can now buy compute power in the cloud, though, 
and as the Boston and Tel Aviv-based startup 
ClimaCell is setting out to prove, there are now 
also plenty of other ways to get climate data thanks 
to a variety of relatively non-traditional sensors 
that can help generate more precise local weather 
predictions.
“What we did specifically in India over the last 
three years was looking at what we call weather 
of things (WoT), virtual sensors - things that are 
not supposed to sense the weather but we can use 
in order to create reliable weather data and so we 
started with cellular networks”, says co-founder 
Elkabetz.
In their attempt to predict prediction accurately, 
the company is modeling work around WoT such 
that by reverse engineering to signal in the air to 
weather data, it can be predicted where and in 
which part it is raining in India.
And that’s where ClimaCell’s main innovation 
comes in. Instead of relying on government 
sensors, it’s using the Internet of Things to 
gather more weather data from far more places 
than would otherwise be possible. This kind of 
sensing technology could turn millions of existing 
connected devices — like cell phones, connected 
vehicles, street cameras, airplanes, and drones 
— into virtual weather stations. It’s easy enough 
to see how this would work. If a driver turns on 
a windshield wiper or fog lights, you know it’s 
probably raining or foggy. Often, these cars also 
relay temperature data. If a street camera sees rain, 
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it’s raining.
Using all this data, ClimaCell is providing its 
customers, like airlines, ridesharing companies, 
and energy companies, with real-time weather data 
and forecasts. The company has been scouting 
for potential airlines partners in India. In the past, 
ClimaCell has worked with airlines such as JetBlue, 
Delta airline among others.
Having risen up to $68 million in Series B 
funding, ClimaCell is focused on products such as 
HyperCast weather software for web, tablet, and 
mobile, and the Microweather API.
Using all of this data the company also recently 
launched flood alerts for about 500 cities that can 
provide 24 to 48-hour warnings ahead of major 
flood events. To do this, the company combined its 
weather data with its own hydrological model.

Jeeva Wireless
Category: Communication Hardware, Internet of 
Things, Wireless Communication
Founding Date: 2015
Founders: Vamsi Talla, Aaron Parks, Bryce Kellogg, 
Shyam Gollakota
Based: Seattle
Number of Employees: 11-50
IPO Status: Private
Funding Status: $7.5M in four rounds

I’m sure sometimes all of us wished we could 
exhibit clairvoyance whenever we misplaced our 
keys or our wallet, right when we need them! Well, 
technology will never fail to bless us with abilities 
that seem supernatural. And some researchers at 
the University of Washington seem to be the new 
wizards who have made it possible.

Technological interventions like IoT have enabled 
everyday objects to be connected to the Internet 
such that you can communicate with them. 
“Traditional radio-based wireless communication 
solutions like Wi-Fi and Bluetooth are expensive, 
drains the battery life of devices connected to it 
and are bulky. This needs to be modified for greater 
penetration of IoT and related technologies,” says 
co-founder Vamsi Talla.

Developed during the founding team’s graduate 
study, their solution to wireless connectivity 
consumes just 1/10,000th the power used up by a 
conventional Wi-Fi network. It is also significantly 
cheaper and more compact. But what truly makes 
it disruptive is that it powers devices without 
batteries - using just air! If you have something 
electronic, you would need to power it with some 
source of energy. It can be a battery, electricity, 
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fuel, or renewable sources of energy like sun, wind 
or water. Air, certainly does not figure in the list, 
but Jeeva Wireless does just that.
Equipped with antennas, this chip reflects and 
absorbs (or backscatters) existing radio waves and 
TV signals, transforming them into both a source 
of power and a communication medium. Unlike 
wireless setups available in the market today, it does 
not generate its own signals and simply leverages 
existing ones - making it ridiculously power-
efficient in the process. “Two objects equipped 
with this chip can interact with each other by 
harvesting ambient TV and cellular transmissions,” 
says the IIT-Guwahati alumnus.
Jeeva will be developing an extremely cheap 
connectivity solution using a flexible sticker form 
factor which can easily be integrated into everyday 
objects, thus enabling the vision of ubiquitous 
connectivity. These devices have no batteries, they 
last indefinitely and require no maintenance at all, 
potentially enabling smart cities. 
“The opportunities for Jeeva’s technology are 
endless in home, agriculture, supply chain 
management, industrial sensing and healthcare 
markets,” says Talla. “These fields, when enabled 
with IoT, can significantly improve productivity, 
reduce wastage, streamline processes and add 
tremendous value,” he adds. 

An indispensable insight that these two instances 
of innovative technology give us is that at this stage 
of our human civilization, when our resources 
are depleting at an alarming rate, it is imperative 
to look around carefully at what we already have, 
that is going to waste, and try to reuse these latent 
resources to our advantage. Groups like ClimaCell 
and Jeeva Wireless have succeeded in making 
use of resources that are already ubiquitously 
present around us, to bring about revolutionary 
developments to solve the problems people face 
everyday, much more efficiently. 
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Quantum Computing:
A walkthrough

The world of quantum computing explained in layman and Feynman terms. The 
science behind, the technology it enables, the places where it is and will find use 
are collated in a technical yet lucid way similar to quite Feynman’s maxim itself: 
“Nature isn’t classical, dammit, and if you want to make a simulation of Nature you’d 
better make it quantum mechanical, and by golly it’s a wonderful problem, because 
it doesn’t look so easy.”
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Background: 
On May 7, 1981, renowned American theoretical 
physicist and Nobel laureate Prof. Richard P. 
Feynman gave the keynote talk at the 1st Conference 
on Physics and Computation at the Massachusetts 
Institute of Technology. He addressed the problem 
of simulating nature in a classical computer, under 
the usual constraints of a classical computer: 
Information in the form of “bits” is discrete (1 or 
0) and hence, all physical parameters required to 
demonstrate natural phenomenon, namely space 
and time(which are continuous in nature) should 
also be discrete. While this approximation, if taken 
to be reasonably small, works well for simulating 
systems with classical laws of physics, the computer 
fails in case of systems that demand a quantum 
mechanical explanation. To quote Feynman,

“Nature isn’t classical, dammit, and if you want to 
make a simulation of Nature you’d better make it 
quantum mechanical, and by golly it’s a wonderful 
problem, because it doesn’t look so easy.”

How a quantum computer works: 
About 28 years later, IBM released the world’s first 
“circuit-based” commercial quantum computer, 
“IBM Q System One”, thereby taking humanity 
closer to Feynman’s vision. Now the question 
arises, what is a quantum computer, and how is it 
different from a classical one?
A classical computer uses ‘bits’ to carry information. 

A bit can assume either the binary value ‘1’ or ‘0’. In 
a quantum computer, the counterpart of the ‘bit’ is 
‘qubit’ (or, QUantum BIT).  A quantum computer 
maintains a sequence of qubits which either exist at 
state ‘1’, or ‘0’ or in a superposition of both the states. 
This property of superposition of qubits arises from 
the concept of “Quantum Superposition,” which 
says that a quantum mechanical system can exist in 
several separate quantum states at the same time. 
For a sequence of n ’qubits’, a quantum computer 
can be in any superposition of 2n states at one 
time, whereas a classical computer can only be in 
one of these states at one instant of time. While 
this might seem to imply that quantum computers 
can hold exponentially more information than their 
classical counterparts, but the existence of the 
computer in any of the 2n states is a probabilistic 
one: when the final states of the qubit is measured, 
they would be found in only one of the 2n possible 
states (This is similar to the collapse of a wave 
function due to a measurement). It is generally 
incorrect to think of a system of qubits as being in 
one particular state before the measurement. The 
qubits are in a superposition of states before any 
measurement is made, which directly affects the 
possible outcomes of the computation. One might 
ask, how are these ‘qubits’ physically realised in a 
quantum computer?- a qubit is essentially a two 
state quantum device, which can be, for example, 
an electron’s spin (which can be taken up, or +½ and 
down, or -½) or the polarisation of a single photon: 
whether it is vertically polarised or horizontally 
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polarised. Qubits developed in laboratories till now 
have been mostly manufactured from the electron 
or the nucleus of a single phosphorus atom.

 After discussing at length the intricacies of 
a quantum computer, a question comes up: how 
a quantum computer is different from its classical 
counterpart with regards to performance. An 
overtly simple way of looking at the performance 
of a quantum computer would be to say that since 
it can exist in an exponentially higher number of 
states than a classical computer, it can perform an 
exponentially more number of calculations within 
a given time span. A more scientifically accurate 
explanation will be that a quantum computer 
itself isn’t faster - it’s just a different model of 
computation than a classical computer, and the 
inherent properties of such a model allow the 
quantum computer to run algorithms which are 
asymptotically faster than classical algorithms for 
the same computational problem. For example, 
considering the traditional problem of prime 
factorisation of a positive integer, a 512 bit number 
will be factored in about a year’s time (3.154 x 107 
seconds) by the fastest known classical algorithm, 
whereas the corresponding quantum algorithm 
(namely, Shor’s algorithm) will take the time of 
the order of a second. At the same time the pitfall 
of this different model is that only very specific 
algorithms can be developed to fit the model and 
actually be desirably faster than a classical solution.

Quantum Computers- The 
overwhelming odds:
While existing quantum algorithms certainly 
provide a huge jump in performance, quantum 
computers are yet not of significant commercial 
value for several reasons. One of them is its highly 
specific nature, as mentioned earlier, which is an 
inherent property of the model of computation. 
Also, any industrially applicable solution to a 
problem has to be sufficiently low cost, which a 
quantum computer isn’t. There are several reasons 
for this: for a quantum computer to be of any use, 
there should be minimal ‘noise’ (erroneous random 
signals) in the processing of information -which 
translates into the best possible orderly arrangement 
of qubits. A phenomenon called “decoherence” 
prohibits this, and in order to reduce the effect of 
noise these systems have to be kept under super-
cooled conditions (The quantum processor by 

D-Wave has to be kept at a temperature below 
0.02K, which itself is below the temperature of the 
background radiation in the universe). In addition, 
some systems deploy “error correction” codes 
which reduce decoherence, but at the expense of 
using up qubits from the system.

 Scope in the industry: 
In spite of the daunting adversities that lie ahead 
of us in physically realising a quantum computer, 
once created, it can achieve what is now touted 
as “Quantum Supremacy.” Probably the most 
interesting application thought of till now would be 
in the field of cryptography. Several modern public 
key cryptography systems, that secure web pages 
and encrypted mail and even online currency, 
depend on the simple fact that given two prime 
integers large enough (for example, 300 bits each), 
we can create a number with those two integers 
as its prime factors, and even the fastest classical 
factorisation algorithm will take a very long time 
to decrypt and break the security codes. But if 
quantum computers were to exist, one could easily 
deploy Shor’s algorithm to solve the problem in 
exponentially less time, thus leaving data all around 
the world extremely vulnerable. This would have 
serious ramifications for cyber security and privacy 
all over the globe. However there do exist classical 
cryptography algorithms, though less popular than 
the one stated above, that cannot be decrypted by 
quantum computers.
The quest for quantum computing has one of 
its roots in Feynman’s keynote speech at the 1st 
Conference on Physics and Computation, as 
a form of a simulation machine for real-world 
quantum phenomena. It is expected that the 
simulation of quantum systems, so far limited by the 
classical model, will be fully realisable on quantum 
computers. This would help scientists verify 
earlier stated hypotheses and unearth some more 
too. The fields of research that would directly be 
benefited are Computational Chemistry, Particle 
physics and Molecular modelling. Inroads into 
areas like Quantum Chemistry and Biochemistry 
might mean the creation of newer, more powerful 
drugs to combat diseases. Materials simulation 
applications are already being explored, with the 
newest advents coming from laboratories such as 
Los Alamos National Laboratory, where scientists 
have used graph based methods for Quantum 
molecular dynamics simulations, and the results 
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they have obtained using D-Wave’s quantum 
systems, reportedly “equal or out-perform current 
state of the art methods.”
A particular field of computer science that 
stands to benefit the most with the advent of 
quantum computers is Artificial Intelligence. Any 
application of Machine learning requires ‘training’ 
the code with a large dataset of sample inputs, so 
that it can ‘learn’ the correct output. Quantum 
computation might be able to speed up the 
process. Theoretically, it is possible for a quantum 
computer to unearth patterns in datasets, even if 
it is unsorted, because it can access all the data 
entries parallely at the same time. The D-Wave 
website claims that researchers from 1QBit have 
developed a method to perform reinforcement 
learning using the D-Wave 2000Q system.

Current exploits:
All these uses listed above are at least a few 
decades away from growing out of the laboratories 
and taking their place in the market. For example, 
to crack a 2048 bit RSA encrypted code, which 
is currently the most popular mode of encryption, 
we need a quantum computer of a billion qubits 
to do the job reliably, and current state of the art 
quantum machines, have only about 512 qubits. 
But even now, quantum computers can be used 
for some elementary operations. For example, 
D-Wave’s current quantum processor has 512 
niobium qubits, which can solve, among other 
things, optimisation problems of less than or 
equal to 512 variables. An optimisation problem 
essentially is finding the most optimal solution to 
a linear equation of multiple variables times their 
individual weights. A simple estimate shows that 
a 270 variable optimisation problem consisting 
simply of two options per variable : ON or OFF, 
we have 2270 possible combinations, more than 
the number of atoms in the universe! These types 
of optimization problems exist in many different 
domains, such as systems design, mission planning, 
airline scheduling, financial analysis, web search, 
and cancer radiotherapy.

Current times in the quantum computing industry 
are reminiscent of the 1940s and 50s, when 
first generation vacuum tube computers had 
just entered the industry, nascent, but with a lot 
of promise. Sixty years later, scientists feel the 
need to step up the computation game, to handle 

enormous amounts of data that was unimaginable to 
the computer scientists of the 1940s. And in order 
to do so, the need of the hour is to adopt quantum 
computation as a new paradigm of thought, both in 
academia and in the industry.
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The FoodTech Bloom- 
Swiggy and Zomato

Zomato or Swiggy? Dilemma of the lustrum for Tier-1 and 2 Indians? The numbers 
and on-ground comparisons of the Food-tech oligopoly behemoths are explained 
in detailed analyses. Read to find out the winner of this tough two player game. Due 
credits to “The Ken”.
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Convenience has been the starking business idea of 
this century, with thousands of companies looking 
to strengthen their roots in the growing markets of 
online shopping, grocers on call, online search for 
your home’s new maid and of course, the bikes that 
get you the pizza you desperately needed for the 4 
AM manchester match. Exploiting the rush in any 
moderately busy city and the blessings of perpetual 
fatigue of work life, food delivery companies have 
taken the role of an urban Superman. In the bright 
robes and competitive speed, this Superman  has 
an enemies more eternal and profitable than Lex 
Luthor.
If you’re hungry and tired, you’re definitely not alien 
to the dominant duo of online food retail services- 
Zomato and Swiggy. 

For how long has Lex Luthor been in 
town?  
The Agarwal Lalji was a bustling place in Patna for 
a very long time. It still is bustling, but more with a 
rush of orange and red men on bikes waiting for the 
order to be prepared so that they could be delivered 
to whoever’s watching that manchester match. 
Contrary to the crowd that came to spend their 
evenings savoring the spicy tandoori paneer, people 
have restored to easier means of getting it delivered 
to their doorsteps.
Patna isn’t the only place. Cities such as Kanpur, 
Kota and Thrissur tell a similar story. Of the 
blitzscaling by Zomato and Swiggy, the two biggest 
players in India’s food tech space. While Swiggy has 
expanded its food delivery business to 145 cities (as 

of 7 May) from a modest 8 cities in October 2017, 
Zomato is now delivering food in nearly 250 cities, 
up from 17 cities less than a year ago. As the two food 
tech giants expand, they’re finding happy hunting 
grounds further afield from India’s capital cities. 
Kota, for example, with a population of around one 
million, is one of the fastest emerging cities for both 
companies. Largely due to its student population.
In his declaring the annual report for the year ended 
March 2019, Zomato CEO Deepinder Goyal 
painted a similar picture: “…70% of our regular users 
in Kolhapur had never tried food delivery in their 
life (even over a phone call),” he wrote. Gurugram-
based Zomato, which started deliveries in 2015, has 
always been king in the north.

Is this fight easy?
 Well, not really. Foodpanda, the poster star of 
India’s times of experimenting with online food 
delivery wasn’t exactly a success. It changed hands 
several times and wasn’t able to generate substantial 
sustainable revenue until it was acquired by Ola.
According to a 2016 Bloomberg report, more than 
400 Indian food delivery apps started between 
2013 and 2016. Most of these have since shut shop 
or been acquired by bigger fish. 
There’s a very basic reason for this. It takes money 
to scale up and you don’t have a choice but to scale 
up and take the risk if you want to get somewhere 
in this fight. The food tech graveyard is filled with 
the corpses of companies that couldn’t scale. It is, 
therefore, not possible to have more than two or 
three dominant players in the space. In China, for 
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example, the $35 billion delivery market is a tug-of-
war between Meituan and Alibaba Group Holdings. 
Even in India, UberEats and Foodpanda aren’t on 
pinnacles of profitability and their recent plans and 
performance indicators do not look like they are 
willing to expand this into something big and more 
sustainable anytime soon.
Zomato and Swiggy, however, weathered the storm, 
emerging stronger and helping grow the food retail 
service market. India’s online food delivery market, 
valued at Rs 4,558 crore (~$652 million) in 2017, 
is expected to grow at a compound annual growth 
rate of ~38.08% from 2018 to 2023, according to 
research firm Research on Global Markets.

‘There’s a war within and you can feel 
it’
WIth a lot of smaller cities still being a fertile ground 
for expansion, there’s a cut throat competition 
between these two players. There was an initial 
phase where Swiggy dominated the Bengaluru and 
Mumbai area and Zomato remaining the North 
India centric service but that era is no more. With 
the mobile data and place to place wifi, access to 
the net and consecutively these apps is not a luxury 
anymore. 
Swiggy saw the potential of going beyond the big 
metros, he says, but their plans were fast-tracked by 
the ad campaign Swiggy ran during the 2018 IPL. 
The campaign led to strong signals from over 200 
cities where consumers downloaded the Swiggy app 
and tried to place orders. “We had a list of cities and 
the number of consumers who were already looking 
for us. So our expansion was completely consumer-
driven. We knew our product was affordable and 
it had appeal,” says Sunder. Today, Swiggy is 
present across 24 Indian states, and Sunder says it 
plans to enter another 60-70 cities soon. Zomato, 
following a different approach focuses more on 
the population of the region before making their 
move. COO Gaurav Gupta says any city which has 
100,000-150,000 people and 50 restaurants is a 
great ecosystem to start.

Whose pouring in the rest of the money?
In 2018 alone, Swiggy raised $1.31 billion across 
three rounds of fundraising from the likes of 
Naspers and DST Global, while Zomato raised 
around $410 million over two funding rounds. 
What makes this expansion all the more feasible 
is the fact that the unit economics work in smaller 
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cities. Some of the newer, smaller towns are even 
better for unit economics as they are smaller in size 
and the cost of deliveries is cheaper. Apart from 
this, so many restaurants that struggled to operate 
because of limited space have gotten the ground 
and the opportunity of setting up their businesses. 
TImings have become flexible because you can 
always look out for that kid who will need you pizza 
for his 4AM manchester match.

Are there any new weapons in this 
game?
If innovation is one, then a resounding yes. Swiggy, 
for example, rolled out the Launchpad programme 
earlier this year to enter new markets through 
educational institutions. The programme brings on 
board students who’ve passed the first year of their 
courses as campus CEOs. These students help 
launch Swiggy within their respective campuses. 
They target 250 campuses and have always set their 
foot up on 30+. 
Swiggy is also venturing into cloud kitchens.
These house several restaurant partners, allowing 
restaurants to set up kitchens in neighbourhoods 
where they wouldn’t otherwise operate. Swiggy 
aims to solve food challenges for pretty much every 
urban consumer out there. And not only has Swiggy 
nailed the logistics aspect, it’s leveraging it for newer 
use cases. The company is working on Swiggy 
Stores, a hyperlocal delivery model for which a pilot 
project is underway in Gurugram. 
Zomato on the other hand is capitalizing on 
‘Zomato Gold’, it’s subscription based extra benefits 
like discounts. Zomato has also gotten into the 
business of ingridient suppy to different partner 
restraunts. Calling this concepyt, ‘Hyperpure’, they 
have already opened their warehouses in 16 other 
cities. Their move indicates their desire to bring 
about substantial changes in the ecosystem of these 
restraunts by venturing into all areas like placing 
orders, booking tables, loyality programs for eating 
out and an active attempt to increase the quality of 
food in all these areas. Swiggy might overpower it’s 
counterpart on the front of logistics but Zomato 
may have an advantage when it comes to taking lead 
in the good sector because of it’s different products 
around food.

Expansion goals
Sustaining the storms of discount wars and increased 
competition, the food tech market in general and the 

duo in particular is bound to grow. The untapped 
potential of India’s smaller cities and the growing 
trend of the urban life will only call for more help 
from the men with bikes and storage boxes. These 
businesses, however have a significant ‘first mover’ 
advantage and hence both the companies are quick 
in embracing new technologies and seeing where 
they can expand further.

For them, there’s a bright time ahead….
But before that comes, there are gaping holes on 
the road. Affordability and the fact that not every 
city has meaningful restaurants which brings the 
need of delivery partners to manage. Making the 
whole interface more approachable to people 
unaccustomed with english and technology is 
another challenge. High cash burns and risk of 
massive losses is also a very pragmatic possibility.
However, the food tech sector has always been the 
battleground of firms that sustain, adapt and fight. 
The manchester match kid who needs pizza at 4AM 
will watch this fight eagerly.
So will the thousands of restaurants and men in red 
and saffron who depend on this for their revenues 
and jobs.
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SUPERCONDUCTIVITY: 
Inception of new 

Beginning  
Is this a  fundamental shaking discovery in physics? Has the Indian scientific 
community finally broken through? Superconductivity has been claimed to be a 
physical possibility by Indian scientists at IISc.  Although still in contention, this 
discovery can change the way physicists look at the Universe and set course for 
further work on this intriguing area.
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Superconductors: at some point all dealing with 
science have been across this word in some manner 
and have got a slight picture as why it is(or was) a 
distant dream. So what exactly is a superconductor? 
Superconductors are materials that conduct 
electricity with no resistance, this means that unlike 
the most familiar conductors such as copper or steel, 
a superconductor can carry a current indefinitely 
without losing any energy. Superconductors can 
help build very high efficient devices leading to huge 
energy savings. Till now, scientists have been able to 
make materials superconduct only at temperatures 
much below zero degree C and hence making 
practical utility very difficult.

Superconductivity at ambient temperature has been 
a holy grail in Physics for about a century. But the 
dream doesn’t seem so distant after a team led by 
Prof. Anshu Pandey from the Indian Institute of 
Science (IISc), Bengaluru confirms that their material 
exhibits major properties of superconductivity at 
ambient temperature and pressure. The material 
that exhibited superconductivity is in the form 
of nanosized films and pellets made of silver 
nanoparticles embedded in a gold matrix. Although, 
silver and gold independently do not exhibit 
superconductivity, the team examined 125 samples, 
of which 10 showed a drop in resistance signaling 
the onset of superconductivity. They attribute the 
unsuccessful results in the remaining 115 samples to 
oxygen exposure at the time of sample preparation 
and when the samples were taken for study.

This breakthrough has been termed by many 
scientists as one of the greatest work done in Indian 
research. “The material developed is a tiny sphere 
of gold, placed 10-20 tinier spheres of silver inside 
it…This material  shows a sharp drop in resistivity.”

The initial version posted in the repository by a 
two-member team of Prof. Anshu Pandey and Dev 
Kumar Thapa attracted criticism, raising doubts 
about the data and hence the study. The reason 
being, the presence of identical pattern of noise for 
two presumably independent measurements of the 
magnetic susceptibility. Noise, by its very virtue, will 
be random and so finding nearly identical noise in 
measurements made under different conditions is 
highly improbable. But the IISC team didn’t back 
down from their claims and provided validation of 
their data.

Interestingly, the plots of magnetic susceptibility 
versus temperature in the new data still show the 
repeated “noise” in some instances. However, the 
researchers have clarified that the magnitude of the 
noise is well above instrumental resolution. This 
suggests a possible physical origin related to the 
sample as opposed to instrument artefacts.Two of 
the most important properties of superconductivity 
are diamagnetism and zero resistance. These two 
were seen in the materials under study. They seem to 
suggest that the material becomes superconducting 
below a certain temperature (286 K or 13°C). And 
it can go up to 70°C. At 286 K a clear transition is 
seen from a normal state to a superconducting state. 
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This is more than any of the reported results in past.

The revised version has provided the recipe for 
preparing the material, which was not included 
in the version post in July last year. The revised 
version also has plenty of data on the calibration of 
the setup. Besides retesting superconductivity, the 
authors tested it on another superconducting metal 
and repeated noise were not observed.

Researchers critically evaluating the revised 
version have raised some concerns. Prof. Pratap 
Raychaudhuri from the Superconductivity Lab at 
Tata Institute of Fundamental Research (TIFR) 
Mumbai has raised concerns that while the drop 
in mutual inductance is fairly sharp, it is at a 
lower temperature compared with resistance. In 
superconductivity when the resistance goes to 
zero, the diamagnetic drop should coincide with 
resistance drop. Here the resistance drops to zero at 
175 K but the diamagnetic drop is at 165 K. This kind 
of difference between resistance and diamagnetic 
drop is unusual. Responding to which the IISC 
team said that there is long penetration depth, the 
depth to which the magnetic field penetrates inside 
the material and so the change in mutual inductance 
can be very small.

Although they didn’t have enough clarity about 
different temperature at which diamagnetic drops 
and resistance goes to zero but there have been 

organic superconductors where such discrepancies 
have been seen before. While some red flags were 
raised regarding not sharing of samples with peers 
for evaluation, the team at IISC clarified that their 
samples are extremely sensitive to environment, 
samples degrade very rapidly and so measurements 
have to be made immediately after sample 
preparation. New ways have been found to protect 
the sample for a long time which enabled them 
to conduct experiments over a long span. Once a 
protocol is developed for better protection then 
they will be engaging and collaborating with other 
groups in India.

So what does this breakthrough mean for us. Till 
what level can enhancement in superconductors 
impact our lives. They can be used to build 
sensitive magnetometers and fast digital circuits due 
extremely low resistance. Development of powerful 
superconducting electromagnets that are used in  
trains and MRI scans. Microwave filters and RF can 
be manufactured for mobile phones. Manufacturing 
high sensitive particle detectors and transition edge 
sensor and many many more as the whole field of 
electronics will boom with this discovery. This 
might very well be the beginning of revolution of our 
current world of modern electronics as everything 
from the core of materials and conductivity will be 
enhanced.
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